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About the Jerusalem
Institute of Justice

The Jerusalem Institute of Justice (JIJ) is an Israeli
legal
and
research
Institute,
dedicated
to
cultivating and defending human rights, the rule of
law and democracy.

JIJ’s International Law and Public Diplomacy
Department stands at the forefront of Israel’s struggle
to maintain its standing among the international
community.

Established
in
2004,
JIJ
operates
both
internationally and domestically. We work to
uphold freedoms in the region by submitting
charges of the gravest crimes to international
tribunals and governmental bodies.

We use the legal and advocacy tools at our disposal in
order to confront the most complex issues.
Our in-depth research, legal expositions, memos and
position papers have impacted the lives of millions
around the world and are presented before the
International Criminal Court in The Hague, the
Israeli
Parliament,
the
United
Nations
and
governmental offices worldwide.
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GOALS

JIJ, is offering an interdisciplinary
program of both educational and practical
experience.

Participants acquire the necessary

GDC Israel provides a holistic approach
for young Jews in the diaspora that are
interested in strengthening their Jewish
identity, deepening their connection to
Israel, and developing their professional
and personal skills.

immersed in the complexities of

knowledge and tools to achieve a
meaningful career while being
daily life in Israel.

Israel

Israel faces a wide range of challenges in the
international arena, such as: attempts to
promote the delegitimization in the world
arena,
the
recruitment
of
different
international powers against Israel, the
promotion of coordinated legal and political
attacks, an alarming rise in manifestations of
antisemitism, and the BDS movement’s
activities.
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We believe these challenges require the
adoption of a proactive approach, joining
forces, and reaching creative solutions. From
the perspective of a shared destiny and in
order to fulfill our vision, GDC Israel was
designed as an innovative and professional
program for self-empowerment. It provides
the infrastructure to foster the leadership
potential in the next generation of influencers
and works towards advancing Israel's interests
in the international arena.
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guidance and innovative learning
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infrastructure.
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Innovative Academic Studies

Public Speaking Workshop

The comprehensive curriculum covers relevant
topics: Israel's unique characteristics in the
global political landscape, the influence of key
international players on Israel’s legal standing,
and Israel’s internal politics and civil society.

During the first eight weeks, the core of the
curriculum is a series of public speaking
workshops instructed by the leading
institute in Israel. The eight workshops
offer the participants a complete set of
tools and skills: oratory, messaging and
advanced communications proficiencies.

The curriculum is led by Dr. Jeremy Bracka, an
experienced professional who has held key
positions in the international arena, and in
academia at Hebrew University in Jerusalem.
Additionally, the program's participants are
inspired by guest lecturers and receive career
counseling and assistance writing personalized,
goal-oriented resumes.

GDC Israel graduates enjoy a significant
advantage in the competitive and everchanging working world.

03
Hands On Experience
The second part of the program focuses on
practical work and achieving field experience.
Equipped with their new knowledge and
expertise, the participants are incorporated
into the leading internship program of the
Jerusalem Institute of Justice, where they put
theory into practice. They participate in the
daily work of a prominent organization and
experience the career world up close. The
participants take part in research, writing, and
the promotion of different projects that focus
on strengthening Israel.
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Dr. Jeremie Bracka

Guy Yariv

Vered Solan

Academic Manager

Public Speaking Instructor

Career Consultant
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and

and the Max
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public speaker with more than 20
years

of

leadership,

organizational

development, and human resource
management in the corporate world.
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Your amazing journey in Israel starts here!
GDC Israel embodies the values and educational vision of Masa
and specifically their Maslool program and meets the highest standards.

REGISTER NOW!
LIMITED SPOTS AVAILABLE
GDC Israel is the perfect combination of Masa's values, Maslool's experience and infrastructure and the highest level content created
by Jerusalem Institute of Justice.

